We study the bulk and boundary properties of fragile topological insulators (TIs) protected by inversion symmetry, mostly focusing on the class A of the Altland-Zirnbauer classification. First, we propose an efficient method for diagnosing fragile band topology by using the symmetry data in momentum space. Using this method, we show that among all the possible parity configurations of inversion-symmetric insulators, at least 17 percent of them have fragile topology in 2D while fragile TIs are less than 3 percent in 3D. Second, we establish the bulk-boundary correspondence of fragile TIs protected by inversion symmetry. In particular, we generalize the notion of d-dimensional (dD) kth-order TIs, which is normally defined for 0 < k ≤ d, to the cases with k > d, and show that they all have fragile topology. In terms of the Dirac Hamiltonian, a dD kth-order TI has (k − 1) boundary mass terms. We show that the dD (d + 1)th-order TI can be considered as a minimal fragile TI with the filling anomaly, and all the other dD kth order TIs with k > (d + 1) can be constructed by stacking dD (d + 1)th-order TI. Although dD (d + 1)th-order TIs have no in-gap states, the boundary mass terms carry an odd winding number along the boundary, which induces localized charges on the boundary at the positions where the boundary mass terms change abruptly. In the cases with k > (d + 1), we show that the net parity of the system with boundaries can distinguish topological insulators and trivial insulators. Also by studying the Wilson loop and nested Wilson loop spectra, we show that all the spectral windings of the Wilson loop and nested Wilson loop should be unwound to resolve the Wannier obstruction of fragile TIs. By counting the minimal number of bands required to unwind the spectral winding of the Wilson loop and nested Wilson loop, we determine the minimal number of bands to resolve the Wannier obstruction, which is consistent with the prediction from our diagnosis method of fragile topology. Finally, we show that a (d + 1)D (k − 1)th-order TI can be obtained by an adiabatic pumping of dD kth-order TI, which generalizes the previous study of the 2D 3rd-order TI.
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the role of crystalline symmetries in the topological properties of materials is a central topic in recent studies of condensed matter. Soon after the discovery of topological insulators protected by time-reversal symmetry [1, 2] , topological insulators (TIs) and topological superconductors (TSCs) have been systematically classified into ten-fold Altland-Zirnbauer (AZ) classes [3] , based on non-spatial symmetries including time-reversal, particle-hole, and chiral symmetries [4] [5] [6] . In this classification, TIs are characterized by nontrivial topological invariants and have a Wannier obstruction that is stable against adding trivial bands. Also d-dimensional (dD) TIs possess stable gapless states at the (d − 1)D boundaries, which is called the bulk-boundary correspondence.
On the other hand, the topological properties of crystalline solids can also be protected by space group symmetries, which is realized in topological crystalline insulators (TCIs) [7, 8] . Compared to the TIs and TSCs classified based on ten-fold AZ classes, TCIs have extremely rich structures because of the large variety of crystalline symmetries forming 230 space groups and 1651 magnetic * bjyang@snu.ac.kr space groups [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . For instance, recent studies of TCIs have revealed two intriguing properties that are absent in the ten-fold classification of TIs and TSCs, that is, the fragile topology and the higher-order bulk-boundary correspondence.
Fragile topology is one interesting characteristics of some TCIs discovered in recent theoretical studies [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In general, TCIs are not adiabatically deformable to atomic insulators without breaking symmetries, that is, they have an obstruction to constructing exponentially localized symmetric Wannier functions [23] [24] [25] . However, the Wannier obstruction of fragile TIs can be resolved by adding appropriately chosen trivial bands. This property of fragile TIs is clearly distinct from the properties of TCIs with stable topology whose band topology is not affected by additional trivial bands. Because of this, TCIs with stable topology can be classified by K-theory [9, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , where the equivalence class of insulators is examined when adding trivial bands are allowed. This, at the same time, implies that K-theory is not an appropriate tool to study fragile TIs. Hence the systematic classification of fragile TIs requires the development of new ideas.
Another intriguing property of some TCIs is that they do not follow the conventional bulk-boundary correspondence. Recently, it has been found that some TCIs have gapless states only in some subspace of the boundary such as hinges or corners. In general, dD topological phases with gapless states in (d − k)D boundaries are called dD kth-order topological phases. In particular, when 1 < k ≤ d, they are called higher-order topological phases and their bulk-boundary correspondence has recently been well-established [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] .
On the other hand, the nature of boundary states of fragile TIs is not clearly understood yet. It is generally expected that the bulk-boundary correspondence of fragile TIs belongs to a rather trivial category. This is because fragile TIs cannot have a peculiar spectral feature at the boundary distinct from that of atomic insulators, since the boundary energy spectrum is insensitive to adding trivial bands below the bulk gap. This is also consistent with the fact that topological phases without gapless boundary states are either fragile topological or atomic [47, 48] . Nevertheless, some characteristic boundary features of fragile TIs have been reported [20, 43] . For instance, it was shown that, in a 2D fragile TI protected by inversion symmetry, fractional corner charges appear at the boundary when the geometry of the system preserves inversion symmetry [20, 43] . Moreover, many atomic insulators protected by rotation symmetry were shown to host fractional corner charges in 2D, which is similar to the case of 2D second-order TIs [31, 32, 35, 40, 49] . The origin of corner charges in fragile topological and atomic insulators has been attributed to the filling anomaly, which denotes an obstruction to fulfill the electron filling for charge neutrality when the relevant crystalline symmetry is preserved [20, 35, 43, 49] . On the other hand, in Ref. 50 , it was even claimed that the filling anomaly is manifested as the charge accumulation at the center of the bulk invariant under rotation or inversion symmetry. To understand the generic properties of boundary states and also to resolve some contradictions related with the bulkboundary correspondence, it is highly desirable to establish the general bulk-boundary correspondence of fragile TIs.
In this work, we fully characterize the bulk and boundary properties of fragile TIs protected by inversion symmetry. First, we establish the bulk-boundary correspondence of fragile TIs protected by inversion symmetry. For this purpose, we generalize the notion of the dD kthorder TIs to the cases with k > d, and show that the dD (d + 1)th-order TIs have fragile topology and exhibit the filling anomaly with the associated boundary charge accumulation. On the other hand, dD kth-order TIs with k > d + 1 have a featureless boundary even though they have fragile topology. Second, we propose an efficient scheme to diagnose fragile band topology by using the symmetry data in momentum space. Using this method, we show that among all the possible parity configurations of inversion-symmetric insulators, at least 17 percent of them have fragile topology in 2D while only 3 percent are fragile TIs in 3D. Finally, we show that the fragile topology of dD kth-order TI with k > d is manifested in the relative winding of the Wilson loop and nested Wilson loop spectra. Here, we mainly focus on the class A of AZ classification that does not have time-reversal, particle-hole, chiral symmetries. However, we anticipate that the idea we propose here can be generalized to other AZ classes. In particular, the Dirac Hamiltonians of generalized higher-order topological phases are discussed in Appendix E.
To generalize the notion of the higher-order topology to the cases with k > d, we use the Dirac Hamiltonian approach that has been developed recently to understand the higher-order topology with 1 < k ≤ d [39] . In Ref. 39 , it is shown that when a Dirac Hamiltonian has (k − 1) mass terms odd under inversion in addition to the mass term even under inversion, the Dirac Hamiltonian describes a kth-order topological phase. The mass term even under inversion is the bulk mass term M while the other mass terms odd under inversion are boundary mass terms m a,r (a = 1, · · · , k−1). Then the energy gap at the boundary E g = 2 k−1 a=1 m 2 a,r vanishes in the (d − k)D subspace of the boundary, because the boundary mass terms vanish there due to the constraint m a,r = −m a,−r imposed by inversion symmetry.
Using the Dirac Hamiltonian formalism [46, 50] , it is straightforward to extend the notion of higher-order topology to the cases with k > d. For instance, dD (d + 1)th-order TIs have d boundary mass terms, so the boundary is fully gapped in general. Therefore, these phases can be either fragile topological or atomic, and we show that they are fragile TIs. In this case, even though the boundary is gapped, inversion symmetry requires that the (d + 1) mass terms, including d boundary mass terms and the bulk mass term, form a Skyrmionlike structure in real space, and have an odd winding number along the boundary. We show that this winding number gives rise to the filling anomaly using the Goldstone-Wilczek formula [51] . A related idea has already been proposed for d = 2 in Ref. 20 but our theory is generally valid in arbitrary spatial dimensions. While it was argued in Ref. 50 that the filling anomaly originates from the charge accumulation or depletion at the center of the bulk, our theory shows that the filling anomaly generically is related with the charge accumulation or depletion at the boundary rather than deep in the bulk. We also clarify the spatial location of extra charge accumulation or depletion. According to the Goldstone-Wilczek formula, since the extra charge density is determined by the mass winding density, the extra charges are localized in the region where the mass terms change rapidly. Since the bulk mass term changes rapidly at the boundary, the induced charges are naturally located at the boundary. The actual location of the extra charge is the position on the boundary where the boundary mass terms vary abruptly. Because of this reason, when the geometry of the system has sharp corners, the extra charges appear there. On the other hand, when the geometry of the system has only smooth boundary, the extra charges are spread over the whole boundary, as confirmed by numerical calculations.
Under periodic boundary condition, dD (d+1)th-order TIs can be constructed in the following way. We start from an insulator with 2 d−1 occupied bands in which all the occupied bands have positive parities at all inversioninvariant momenta. Let us call such an insulator as a trivial-parity insulator. Then, replacing all the positive parity states at an odd number of inversion invariant momenta by negative parity states gives a dD (d+1)th-order TIs. In particular, when a dD (d + 1)th-order TI has negative parity states only at a single inversion-invariant momentum, the transition between the trivial-parity insulator and the dD (d + 1)th-order TI can naturally be described by a Dirac Hamiltonian. In fact, a dD (d+1)thorder TI can be considered as a minimal fragile TI with the filling anomaly. One can construct a dD kth-order TI with k > (d + 1) by stacking dD (d + 1)th-order TIs. In general, a dD kth-order TI with k > (d + 1) does not have any nontrivial feature at the boundary although it has fragile topology. Nevertheless, we show that the trivial-parity insulator and dD kth-order TI can be distinguished by the net parity I = N − − N + of a finite-size system with open boundary, defined by the difference between the number of occupied states with odd parity N − and the number of occupied states with even parity N + . In fact, the net parity I defined for the given geometry of the finite-size system is identical to one of bulk topological invariants for inversion-symmetric fragile TIs and atomic insulators. This is consistent with the layer construction proposed in Ref. 47 .
The properties of fragile TIs discussed above are rigorously confirmed by analyzing the symmetry data, that is, the inversion parities at inversion-invariant momenta in the Brillouin zone. In fact, in recent studies, it is found that parities can be organized in the form of symmetry indicators that distinguish stable topological phases from fragile topological or atomic insulators [11] . However, this method cannot analyze fragile TIs. Here we establish a simple criterion that can be used to distinguish fragile TIs from atomic insulators efficiently. Using this method, we estimate the numbers of inversionsymmetric stable TIs, fragile TIs, and atomic insulators, respectively, in both 2D and 3D.
To investigate the fragile topology further, we systematically examine how many trivial bands are required to turn a fragile TI to an atomic insulator. Using our criterion for fragile topology, we show that for the dD (d + 1)th-order TI which has 2 d−1 occupied bands, (2 d−1 −1) bands are needed to trivialize the fragile topology. We explain why (2 d−1 − 1) bands are necessary for trivialization by using the Wilson loop method. The idea is that all the spectral winding of Wilson loops and (generalized) nested Wilson loops [31, 32] have to be unwound to completely resolve the Wannier obstruction in fragile topological phases. Explicitly, we show that the total number of bands needed to trivialize the dD (d + 1)th-order TIs can be decomposed into 2
, where 2 d−2−l is the number of bands needed to remove the spectral winding of the lth nested Wilson loop (l = 0, 1, 2, · · · ). Here the zeroth nested Wilson loop denotes the conventional Wilson loop. We also generalize this idea to dD kth-order TIs with k > (d + 1) which also have fragile topology.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We start Sec. II with the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model in order to introduce the concepts of dD (d + 1)th-order TIs and its higher-order generalizations. Although there is no fragile TI in one dimension because there is no Wannier obstruction in one dimension [52] , all the idea related with the bulk-boundary correspondence can be generalized straightforwardly to higher dimensions. In Sec. III, we introduce the Dirac Hamiltonians of dD kth-order TIs for arbitrary d and k. Then, we show that the d boundary mass terms of dD (d+1)th-order TI have a nontrivial winding number on the boundary in the presence of inversion symmetry. The winding number of boundary mass terms is directly connected to the induced current which dictates the nontrivial charge accumulation at the boundary. In Sec. IV, we construct a mapping between a parity configuration in the Brillouin zone and the inversionsymmetric Wannier states. With the mapping, we obtain (2 d + 1) invariants for the class A inversion-symmetric insulators in d dimensions. From this, we develop an efficient method for diagnosing the atomic, fragile topological, and stable topological phases and classify all the possible phases in two and three dimensions. Also, we introduce the net parity of a finite-size system with open boundary and the condition for the presence of the filling anomaly. In Sec. V, we demonstrate our theoretical prediction through numerical calculations of tight-binding models with open boundary condition. In Sec. VI, we show that fragile topological phases protected by inversion symmetry are characterized by the relative winding [53] in the (nested) Wilson loop spectrum, which is fragile against adding trivial bands. Using the 3D 4th-order TI as a concrete example, we count the number of trivial bands needed to unwound the relative winding in the Wilson loop and the nested Wilson loop spectra and show that this matches with the result expected from our diagnosis method. Then, we generalize this counting to the case of dD kth-order TIs. In Sec. VII, we study the general pumping process of inversion-symmetric insulators. Specifically, we construct (d + 1)D (k − 1)th-order TI by a pumping of dD kth-order TI, which generalizes the result in Ref. 20 for d = 2 and k = 3. Finally, we conclude in Sec. VIII.
II. SYMMETRY DATA AND GENERALIZED HIGHER-ORDER TOPOLOGY IN ONE-DIMENSION
Here we introduce the notion of the generalized higherorder topology in one-dimensional (1D) systems by considering the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model [54] and its multiple copies. Let us note that the meaning of "topological phases" is a bit subtle in 1D, since only atomic and obstructed atomic insulators exist in 1D [52] , in contrast to higher dimensional systems where topological phases mean the phases with either fragile or stable band topology. For convenience, however, here we use the term "topological phases" to denote the obstructed atomic insulators in 1D systems.
A. Second-order topology in 1D
Let us begin with the 1D SSH model Hamiltonian with inversion symmetry,
which is invariant under inversion symmetry I = σ z as well as chiral symmetry S = σ y , that is,
The energy spectrum is given by E(k) = ± sin 2 k + (t + cos k) 2 , which is gapped when |t| = 1.
When t = 1 (t = −1), the band gap closes at k = π (k = 0). The insulating phases are distinguished by a topological invariant, which is nothing but the winding number of the two-component vector (t + cos k, sin k) around the origin (0, 0), so that the insulating phase is topological when |t| < 1 while it is trivial when |t| > 1.
The topological and trivial insulators can also be distinguished by the parity configuration of occupied states at inversion-invariant momenta. In the trivial phase, the parity of the occupied band at k = 0 (p 0 ) and that at k = π (p π ) is (p 0 , p π ) = (−, −) when t > 1 while (p 0 , p π ) = (+, +) when t < −1. In the topological phase with |t| < 1, (p 0 , p π ) = (−, +). Table I shows the parity configurations of atomic insulators with inversion symmetry, which shows that the parity configuration of the topological insulator is equivalent to that of the atomic insulator with a p orbital at the Wyckoff position B. On the other hand, the parity configuration of the trivial insulator is equivalent to that of the atomic insulator with a s (p) orbital at the Wyckoff position A when t < −1 (t > 1) [See Fig. 1(b) ].
TABLE I. The parity of the occupied state at inversioninvariant momenta of inversion-symmetric atomic insulators. s and p denote the even-and odd-parity states, respectively. A and B are Wyckoff positions of 1D inversion-symmetric lattices shown in Fig. 1(a) . boundaries cannot be made inversion symmetric. In order to have inversion-symmetric ground state, one extra electron must be added (δ = 1) or removed (δ = −1) to the half-filled system, which is called the filling anomaly [49] . 
are used. The domain of the topological insulator is depicted by a brown rod. Two ends of the rod are located at x = ± L 2
. (b)
The accumulated charge density ρ when the second mass term ϕ2(x) is added. ρ(x) is localized only in the region where the bulk mass ϕ1(x) changes its sign. (c) The energy spectrum of H (1, 1) in Eq. (3). Two zero-energy states localized at domain walls are degenerate due to inversion symmetry. (d) The energy spectrum of H (1, 2) in Eq. (4) with the boundary mass term ϕ2(x) that breaks chiral symmetry but preserves inversion symmetry. The pair of domain wall states are merged into the bulk spectrum. There is a single hole in the valence band at half-filling indicating the filling anomaly.
To examine the surface states, let us construct a het-erostructure composed of a topological insulator in the region with |x| < L/2 and trivial insulators on the sides with |x| > L/2. Such a heterostructure can also be described by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) when t depends on the spatial coordinate x. For simplicity, we assume that −1 < t(x) < 1 for |x| < L/2 and t(x) < −1 for |x| > L/2. Since the band gap closes at k = 0 at the critical point with t = −1, one can consider the following low energy Dirac Hamiltonian
where ϕ 1 (x) ≡ 1 + t(x) that plays the role of a bulk mass term. Then ϕ 1 (x) > 0 for |x| < L/2 and ϕ 1 (x) < 0 for |x| > L/2. ϕ 1 (x) = ϕ 1 (−x) due to inversion symmetry. Let us note that the symbol H (d,k) indicates the dD Dirac Hamiltonian with k anti-commuting mass terms. When the length L is sufficiently large, there are two zero-energy states at two edges (or two domain walls), where the bulk mass term ϕ 1 (x) changes its sign [See Fig. 2(c) ]. Because of inversion symmetry, the two edge states should be either occupied or unoccupied simultaneously. Thus, an inversion-symmetric ground state cannot satisfy the exact half-filling condition, which is described in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). This phenomenon is known as the filling anomaly [49] .
Let us now break chiral symmetry by adding an inversion-symmetric second mass term ϕ 2 (x) to H (1, 1) , which gives
where ϕ 2 (x) = −ϕ 2 (−x). We assume that ϕ 2 (x) is finite only around the domain wall and call this type of mass terms as "boundary" mass terms. The Dirac Hamiltonian with (k − 1) boundary mass terms describes a kthorder topological insulator. In this respect, H (1, 2) means the Dirac Hamiltonian of 1D second-order TI. We generalize the notion of dD kth-order TI for arbitrary k in Sec. III A. The boundary mass term ϕ 2 makes the energy of the edges states shifted from zero. However, since inversion symmetry is maintained, the two edge states are still degenerate, and thus the filling anomaly remains. In particular, the profile of ϕ 2 depicted in Fig. 2 (a) lowers the energy of the edge states. When the edge states are occupied simultaneously, the system has one extra charge relative to the half-filling, and the resulting phase is said to have the filling anomaly with δ = 1 [See Fig. 2(d) ].
The extra charge density accumulated at a domain wall shown in Fig. 2(b) is given by the Goldstone-Wilczek formula [51] ρ(x) = 1 2π
It is worth noting that Eq. (5) shows that the extra charge is accumulated mostly at the domain wall, even when the edge spectrum merges into the bulk spectrum. This is because the bulk mass term ϕ 1 varies only near the domain wall where the accumulated charge density is located. This property is shared by any dD (d + 1)th-order inversion-symmetric TIs as shown in Sec. III C.
The total amount of the extra charge Q = dxρ(x) is given by the winding number of (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ). Note that we can compactify R 1 to S 1 since (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ) → (−1, 0) at x → ±∞, and thus the integer winding number can be defined. The boundary conditions on ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 imposed by inversion symmetry constrain Q to be 1. This result is consistent with the picture based on the shifting of the energy level of the edge states by adding ϕ 2 . When the bulk mass term ϕ 1 (x) changes its sign near each domain wall, tan
is abruptly changed by π. Therefore, a half-integral charge should be accumulated at each domain wall.
B. Third-and fourth-order topology
The idea of higher-order topology can be generalized further even to the cases with k > (d + 1). To illustrate the idea, let us first consider two copies of the SSH model. The relevant Hamiltonian is obtained by doubling H SSH (k) in an inversion-symmetric way as
The corresponding Dirac Hamiltonian linearized near k = 0 is
where ϕ 1 (x) > 0 for |x| < L/2 and ϕ 1 (x) < 0 for |x| > L/2, which again describes a heterostructure with two domain walls at x = ±L/2. The Hamiltonian H is invariant under inversion symmetry I = τ x σ z and chiral symmetry S = τ z σ 0 . When chiral symmetry S = τ z σ 0 is preserved, two boundary mass terms ϕ 2 (x)τ x σ y + ϕ 3 (x)τ y σ 0 are allowed. Adding them to H gives
where ϕ 2,3 (x) = −ϕ 2,3 (−x). The resulting Dirac Hamiltonian describes a 1D 3rd-order TI belonging to class AIII. There is one remaining boundary mass term ϕ 4 (x)τ z σ 0 that breaks S but keeps I. By adding this term to H (1,3) , we obtain the following Dirac Hamiltonian
which describes a 1D 4th-order TI belonging to class A. For both H (1, 3) and H (1, 4) , there are neither the filling anomaly nor zero-energy states. However, the relative topology between the trivial and topological phases can still be revealed by real space wavefunction.
To demonstrate the idea, let us consider a finite-size doubled SSH model composed of N cell unit cells in which the total number of energy eigenstates is 4N cell . In the case of a trivial insulator, two s orbitals are located at the center of each unit cell, whereas, in the case of a topological insulator, two p orbitals are located at a boundary of each unit cell. We first consider a trivial insulator with an even integer N cell shown in Fig. 3(a) . Since a unit cell is related with another unit cell via inversion symmetry, their bonding and anti-bonding combinations generate equal number of even-and odd-parity states. That is, N + = N − = N cell where N + (N − ) denotes the number of occupied bands with even (odd) parity. Similarly, when N cell is odd as shown in Fig. 3(c) , all the unit cells except the one at the center form inversionsymmetric pairs, and contribute equally to N + and N − . However, the central unit cell containing two s orbitals TABLE II. The relation between N+, N−, N cell , and I for doubled SSH models of finite-size, which corresponds to the 1D 3rd and 4th-order topological insulator described by H (1, 3) and H (1, 4) .
The Wannier centers of 1D second-order TI and net parities. (a) Atomic configuration for a finite-size trivial insulator relevant to the 1D 2nd-order TI when N cell is even. All s orbitals form inversion-symmetric pairs, and thus I = 0. (b) Atomic configuration for a finite-size topological insulator relevant to the 1D 2nd-order TI when N cell is even. The red empty circles at the boundaries must be occupied or unoccupied simultaneously because of the filling anomaly. All p orbitals except the one at the center form inversion-symmetric pairs, and thus I = 1. (c) Similar to (a) but when N cell is odd. All s orbitals except the one at the center forms inversionsymmetric pairs, and thus I = −1. at the inversion center contributes 2 only to N + , which leads to N + = N cell + 1 and
Similar analysis can be done for topological insulators. Since there is no filling anomaly, a finite-size doubled SSH model can have inversion-symmetric atomic configurations as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d). In contrast to the trivial insulator in which orbitals are located at the center of each unit cell, the orbitals of a topological insulator are located at the edges of each unit cell. When N cell is even, p orbitals at an edge are related with another p orbitals via inversion symmetry, and their bonding and anti-bonding combinations contribute equally to N + and N − . Since the remaining two p orbitals at the inversion center contribute 2 only to N − , we have N + = N cell − 1 and N − = N cell + 1. On the other hand, when N cell is odd, all p orbitals are related by inversion symmetry and thus N + = N − = N cell . The dependence of N ± on the parity of N cell is summarized in Table II. The four distinct cases considered above can be distinguished in terms of the net parity I defined as (with an additional −1 in our convention)
Since a pair of orbitals related by inversion symmetry contribute equally to N + and N − , they do not contribute to I. Thus it is determined by the difference in the number of p and s orbitals localized at the inversion center of the finite-size system. When N cell is even, one can easily find I = 0 (I = 2) for a trivial (topological) insulator. On the other hand, when N cell is odd, we obtain I = −2 (I = 0) for a trivial (topological) insulator [See Fig. 3] . A similar analysis can also be applied to the 1D 2nd-order TI in which the filling anomaly exists. The result is summarized in Fig. 4 and Table III. In fact, I can serve as a bulk topological invariant for general inversionsymmetric insulators without gapless boundary states, which is discussed in Sec. IV E.
III. GENERALIZED HIGHER-ORDER TOPOLOGY IN d > 1-DIMENSIONS

A. Dirac Hamiltonian approach
Here we extend the notion of dD kth-order TI with k > d to general dimensions d > 1. We focus on the symmetry class A of the AZ symmetry classification. For this purpose, we use the Dirac Hamiltonian describing the transition between two topologically distinct phases. The Dirac Hamiltonians of inversion-symmetric TI/TSCs have been exhaustively studied in Ref. 39 that we refer to construct the Dirac Hamiltonian with generalized higherorder topology.
In general, a Dirac Hamiltonian is expressed in terms of 2 n × 2 n Γ matrices which satisfy the Clifford algebra
where {M, Γ i } = 0 and M 2 = 1 2 n . Here 1 2 n denotes the 2 n × 2 n identical matrix. In Eq. (11), M is the bulk mass term because the energy eigenvalues are given by
Changing the sign of the bulk mass term M flips all the inversion parities at k = 0. We choose λ > 0 (λ < 0) to mean the topological (trivial) insulator. Here we consider the cases when the inversion symmetry operator is identical to the bulk mass term, i.e., I = M. When we choose M = Γ 2n+1 , there remain (2n−d) additional mass terms, m 1 Γ d+1 +· · ·+m 2n−d Γ 2n , which anticommute with M, and thus break inversion symmetry when m i=1,...,2n−d are constant. Now we consider a topological insulator with boundaries whose global shape is inversion symmetric, and allow the position r dependence of both the bulk mass term λ(r)M and the boundary mass terms m a,r Γ d+a with a = 1, · · · , 2n − d. The corresponding inversionsymmetric Dirac Hamiltonian including the boundary mass terms is given by
where M a = Γ d+a and λ(r) > 0 (λ(r) < 0) inside (out -TABLE III. The relation between N+, N−, N±, and I for the 1D 2nd-order TI described by H (1, 2) when the extra charge δ is added due to the filling anomaly.
in which m a,r = −m a,−r . The order k of H(k, r) is defined as follows. At the boundary r with λ(r) = 0, the energy gap is given by 2m s (r) where m s (r) =
, all boundary mass terms m a,r vanish simultaneously on (d − k)D domain due to the condition m a,r = −m a,−r imposed by inversion symmetry. In this case, the order is given by k, which is the conventional way of defining the order of a topological insulator. On the other hand, when k > d, the boundary states are fully gapped, and thus the order k cannot be well-defined. In spite of this, however, we generalize the definition of the order k so that (k − 1) is identical to the number of boundary mass terms. Namely, when a dD Dirac Hamiltonian has (k−1) boundary mass terms, the relevant TI is a dD kth-order TI as defined in Sec. I. Let us emphasize once again that a dD kth-order TI in periodic systems can be well-defined by the Dirac Hamiltonian when the relevant trivial insulator is the trivial-parity insulator, so that the sign reversal of the bulk mass term mediates the transition between the trivial-parity insulator and the dD kth-order TI. Now we consider the Dirac Hamiltonian for dD kthorder TI with k > d. Since a dD kth-order TI exists only when d + k = 2l + 1 where l = 1, 2, · · · , the minimal order k of a dD TI without gapless boundary states described by a Dirac Hamiltonian is k = d + 1. The Dirac Hamiltonian of dD (d + 1)th-order TI is
Then dD kth-order TI with k > (d+1) can be obtained by superposing 2
copies of dD (d + 1)th-order TI. For instance, in 1D, we have obtained the 1D 4th-order TI by doubling the 1D 2nd-order TI. Interestingly, all dD kth-order TIs with k > d turn out to be a fragile phase as shown in Sec. V. The properties of the Dirac Hamiltonian of dD (d + 1)th-order TI in Eq. (14) is discussed in detail in Sec. III B and III C.
B. Homotopy of boundary mass terms
The Dirac Hamiltonian for the boundary theory h(k, r) is obtained via the boundary projection of the bulk Hamiltonian [38, 39, 41, 47] h(k, r) = P + (r)H(k, r)P + (r),
where P + (r) = 1 2 (1 − i(n r · Γ)M) denotes the projection operator to the boundary where n r is the surface normal vector at the position r and Γ = (Γ 1 , · · · , Γ d ). Thus, the boundary theory of dD (d + 1)th-order TI is given by
where 
one can consider a mapping from the boundary position r to the unit vector ϕ(r). Note that ϕ(r) is well-defined since the boundary gap m s (r) = | m r | is nonzero everywhere on the boundary. Also ϕ(r) satisfies ϕ(r) · ϕ(r) = 1. Since both the boundary and ϕ(r) are homotopic to the
and similar expressions in higher-dimensions. When the system is inversion symmetric, the unit vector ϕ(r) should satisfy
With this configuration, the winding number is constrained to be an odd integer [55] . Let us note that even when a phase transition at the boundary occurs, the winding number modulo 2 remains invariant due to Eq. (20) . This shows that the winding number w d of boundary mass terms characterizes the nontrivial bulk topology. In the following section, Sec. III C, the connection between the winding number w d and the bulkboundary correspondence of dD (d + 1)th-order TI is discussed in detail.
C. Induced U(1) current and bulk-boundary correspondence
Consider the Dirac Hamiltonian for a dD (d + 1)thorder TI given in Eq. (14) ,
where m d+1,r = λ(r) and M d+1 = M. This can be interpreted as the Hamiltonian describing a massless Dirac fermion coupled to (d + 1) scalar fields M a . Then, the induced electric current J µ d is given by
where µ,
, and Γ(d) is the Gamma function [56] . Here the sign of s d = ±1 depends on the representation of Gamma matrices where
. The derivation of Eq. (22) is given in Appendix G. Let us note that
To compute the induced current explicitly, let us consider a finite-size dD (d+1)th-order TI with the boundary between the topological phase and the vacuum (or a trivial insulator). Then, the d boundary mass terms wind along the boundary while the bulk mass term λ(r)M varies rapidly across the boundary. According to the expression of J ∂ r m d+1,r for a = 1, · · · , d as 
Eq. (23) shows that the total charge of boundary states
, which is nothing but the anomalous charge δ, is determined by the winding of boundary mass terms as
We note that the condition ϕ a (r) = −ϕ a (−r) imposed by inversion symmetry restricts the winding to be an odd integer. The charge densities predicted by j 0 d−1 are as follows.
It is worth noting that the induced currents shown above were also discussed in Refs. 51, 57-61 in various contexts. In all the previous studies, however, all the mass terms are considered as either bulk order parameters or bulk pumping parameters in time direction. In contrast to this, in our case, all ϕ(r) are defined along the boundary. Thus the physical implication of the induced currents in our work is different from that in the previous studies.
IV. SYMMETRY DATA AND CLASSIFICATION OF INVERSION-SYMMETRIC INSULATORS
In this section, by using symmetry data, we systematically classify inversion-symmetric insulators into three classes: atomic insulators, fragile topological insulators, and stable topological insulators. In particular, we provide a convenient scheme to diagnose fragile topology, and estimate the number of parity configurations belonging to each class. Also we discuss the net parity of a finite-size system with open boundary and the condition for the presence of the filling anomaly.
In a dD inversion-symmetric system, there are 2 d distinct Wyckoff positions W i and inversion-invariant momenta k inv i which are left invariant under inversion symmetry.
where a and G are the lattice and reciprocal vectors, respectively, which satisfy a i · G j = 2πδ ij . We label W i and k inv i as follows.
where σ = 0, 1. More explicitly,
and similarly,
A. Mapping between Wannier states and parity configurations
Any given parity configuration B can be mapped to linear combinations of inversion-symmetric Wannier states w ξ (W ). Here w ξ (W ) denotes a Wannier state with parity ξ localized at the Wyckoff position W . At the momentum k inv in the Brillouin zone, a state with parity ξ exp(2ik inv ·W ) can be induced by w ξ (W ). For example, s and p orbitals localized at W 1 correspond to w + (W 1 ) and w − (W 1 ), respectively. Let us note that it is sufficient to consider symmetric Wyckoff positions W i only. When a orbital is located at generic point W = −W , its partner must also be located at −W because of inversion symmetry. Then the symmetric and anti-symmetric combinations of the two states give s and p orbitals at a certain symmetric Wyckoff position, say W i . It is worth noting that this s and p orbital pair located at W i can be deformed adiabatically to another Wyckoff position, say W j , without breaking inversion symmetry. Such an adiabatic deformation of Wannier states can be referred as "Wannier gauge redundancy".
For a given Wannier state representation
, there is a corresponding parity configuration B in the Brillouin zone. The equivalence relation between them [17, 18, 20-22, 35, 36, 49] is denoted as
Here µ W,ξ is a rational number [11] , i.e., µ W,ξ ∈ Q, and dictates how many w ξ (W ) are superposed in a given atomic configuration. For later convenience, we denote a parity configuration of N B bands in dD that satisfies
. Namely, all occupied bands have odd parity at the Γ point whereas they have even parity at the other
The equivalence relation Eq. (34) is not one-to-one since there is an ambiguity in choosing Wannier states, that is, the Wannier gauge redundancy:
This follows from the fact that
for any W and k inv . A parity configuration B can be distinguished into three distinct classes depending on the type of µ W,ξ ∈ Q [10, 11, 16] . i) B is diagnosed to be a stable topological phase when the set of µ W,ξ includes a fraction. Adding trivial bands corresponds to ∆µ W,ξ ∈ Z, and thus it does not change the fractional part of µ W . ii) B is diagnosed to be a fragile topological phase when the set of µ W,ξ includes at least one negative integer in any fixed Wannier gauge. iii) B is diagnosed to be an (obstructed) atomic phase when all µ W,ξ are integers greater than or equal to 0 in at least one fixed Wannier gauge.
For example, i) B Γ (2, 1) is equivalent to
. Because of the fractional coefficients of p orbitals, the phase is diagnosed to be a stable topological phase. In fact, according to the recent symmetry indicator analysis, this phase is characterized by an odd Chern number [11, 62] , which indicates its stable band topology. ii)
. The negative coefficient of p(W 1 ) cannot be removed in any Wannier gauge, and thus the phase is diagnosed to be a fragile topological
, and seems to be a fragile topological phase. However,
, thus B is diagnosed to be an atomic phase. Now let us compare the real space data {w ξ (W )} and the momentum space data {n ξ (k inv )}. There are 2 d+1 possible types of w ξ (W ), counting the number of Wyckoff positions with two different parities. But only (2 d + 1) of them are independent due to the Wannier gauge redundancy shown in Eq. (35) . Namely, the Wannier gauge
Taking into account this, one can write down (2 d +1) numbers invariant under the Wannier gauge redundancy as
where ν W = µ W,− − µ W,+ . Note that µ W,− and µ W,+ change by the same amount under the Wannier gauge redundancy, thus ν W can serve as a topological invariant. This approach was introduced in Ref. 40 for rotation symmetric (C n=2,3,4,6 ) insulators and ν W indices were found explicitly. However, the possibility to interpret ν W indices as the indicators for fragile topological phases was not appreciated. We show that inversion-symmetric insulators can be completely classified in terms of the indices in Eq. (36) , which can also be used for the diagnosis of fragile topological phases. On the other hand, the parity configuration B is characterized by 2 d+1 integers,
In an insulating phase, the number of occupied states n occ is fixed to be n occ = n + (k inv ) + n − (k inv ) for all k inv . This is called the compatibility relation [9] [10] [11] . Thus, B can be characterized by (2 d + 1) independent integers. One canonical choice of these (2 d + 1) integers is
including n − (k
where the 2
and its components are given by
Also, A d satisfies the following relations,
For example, A d=2 is given by
and the expressions for ν Wi=1,2,3,4 are the same as those in Ref. 40 . From the fact that n ± (k inv ) must be a non-negative integer, the possible sets of {ν W } are restricted. The most fundamental restriction is that 2
Wj must be an integer less than or equal to n occ . Below, we list some useful restrictions and inequalities derived from this.
For example, where Ω1, Ω2, and Ω3 denote the atomic, fragile topological and stable topological phases, respectively. Notation Ωi(Ωj) means that the phase is diagnosed to be Ωj only with the symmetry data while the phase is actually Ωi. Right: These phases are rearranged into three sets, ∪ j≥i Ωi(Ωj), and these are diagnosed in terms of νW indices.
cannot be realized when n occ = 1 in 2D. The first set { 
and [A] = A(A).
The notation Ω i (Ω j ) means that the given inversion-symmetric phase belongs to Ω i , but its parity configuration B predicts it to be in the set Ω j . We denote A(A) = A for simplicity.
The diagnosis of stable topological phases has been well-established in 2D and 3D in terms of symmetry indicators [11, 12] . However, an efficient method to diagnose fragile phases has not been established. Here we propose one efficient scheme. The procedure for diagnosing inversion-symmetric insulators proceeds as follows. i)
ii) A fragile phase can be diagnosed by a criterion W |ν W | > n occ , which can be obtained by the fact that an atomic phase must satisfy W |ν W | ≤ n occ . Thus, a phase which satisfies
F ). iii) A phase which satisfies
W |ν W | ≤ n occ cannot be distinguished from atomic phases, so it belongs to St(A) ∪ F (A) ∪ A. This two-step diagnosis procedure is summarized in the following diagram, and also in Fig. 5 .
Let us emphasize that our diagnosis procedure goes beyond the diagnosis method proposed previously for stable topological phases [11, 13] in that our approach can diagnose even fragile topological phases. The criterion for fragile topological and atomic phases is derived in Appendix A. To simplify the discussion below, from now on, we assume that an actual band topology of a given insulator is identical to the result of the diagnosis, i.e.,
C. Results of diagnosis
We tabulate how many parity configurations are diagnosed to be atomic, fragile topological, and stable topological phases. We first fix the number of occupied bands n occ . Then, we apply the diagnosis procedure to all possible parity configurations, and count N (A), N (F ) and N (St), which are the number of parity configurations diagnosed to be atomic, fragile topological, and stable topological phases, respectively. The sum of N (A), N (F ) and N (St) must be N tot . Here, N tot is the number of all possible parity configurations and is given by (n occ +1) TABLE IV. Results of the parity configuration diagnosis in 2D. When nocc is sufficiently large, N (A), N (F ) and N (St) approach to 1 3 Ntot, 1 6 Ntot and 1 2 Ntot. At least, two-third of parity configurations are topologically nontrivial. )  1  16  8  0  8  2  81  33  8  40  3  256  96  32  128  4  625  225  88  312  5  1296  456  192  648  6  2401  833  368 1200  7  4096  1408 640 2048  8  6561  2241 1040 3280  9 10000 3400 1600 5000 10 14641 4961 2360 7320 nocc → ∞ (nocc + 1) Ntot. As for N (F ) and N (St), although their exact numbers in the nocc → ∞ limit are not known, considering their nocc dependence, we conjecture that N (F ) =
10080
Ntot and N (St) = 31 32 Ntot in the large nocc limit. In contrast to 2D, the majority of parity configurations are stable topological phases. Here, z4 = −4νW 1 denotes the Z4 symmetry indicator [11, 13, 38] for inversion symmetry. The relation between symmetry indicators and νW indices is discussed in Appendix C. Let us also note that stable topological phases are Weyl semimetal when z4 is odd [75, 76] . glected, there can be 0, 1, · · · , n occ states with odd parity at each inversion-invariant momentum, so there are (n occ + 1) 2 N tot , respectively, when n occ is sufficiently large. Namely, at least, one-sixth (onehalf) of parity configurations are predicted to be fragile (stable) topological phases. On the other hand, in 3D, most of parity configurations are diagnosed to be stable topological phases as shown in Table V . When n occ is sufficiently large, we find that N (A) is given by The implications of Tables IV and V are as follows. First, there is no fragile TI with n occ = 1 in any dimensions [63] . This follows from the second inequality in Eq. (43), |ν Wi ± ν Wj | ≤ n occ . Second, a layer-stacking of 2D fragile TIs with negligible interlayer coupling gives rise to fragile TIs in higher dimensions. For instance in 2D, there are eight fragile TIs with n occ = 2. The ν W indices of these fragile TIs are given by {∓1, ±1, ±1, ±1} and its permutations. With these representative ν W indices, the fragile TIs with n occ = 2 in 3D can be constructed in the following way. Let us consider {ν W } = {−1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0} as an example of indices for a 3D insulator. These indices correspond to a 3D insulator obtained by a stacking of 2D layers with {ν W } = {−1, 1, 1, 1}, which satisfy d · (x, y, z) = 0 (mod 1) where d = (0, 0, 1) and (x, y, z) denotes the position on the 2D layers. Since there are 14 independent 2D layers that satisfy d·(x, y, z) = 0 or we have 8 × 14 = 112 fragile TIs with n occ = 2 in 3D. Also, we note that the 1344 fragile TIs with n occ = 3 in 3D can be obtained by adding a trivial band to 112 fragile TIs with n occ = 2. There are 16 ways to add a trivial band, which is one of s(W i ) and p(W i ) for i = 1, · · · , 8. However, four of them trivialize a 3D fragile TI with n occ = 2. Accordingly, we have 112 × 12 = 1344 fragile TIs with n occ = 3 in 3D. From the layer-stacking picture, we conclude that the minimal number of occupied bands to have the fragile topology is two in any dimensions. This process for obtaining a higher-dimensional fragile TI by layer-stacking 2D fragile TIs can be described by using a pumping process in momentum space as discussed in Sec. VII. Third, fragile topology can be trivialized under the doubling of the unit cell. For instance, let us consider the doubling of the unit cell in all spatial directions. In this case, all the symmetric Wyckoff positions except W 2 d form inversion-symmetric pairs at generic positions, thus the resulting ν W is composed of 2
If we repeat the same doubling process, the number of occupied bands increases while
We have verified that this is true for arbitrary number of occupied bands in 2D and 3D, and we expect that this is also true in any dimension d > 3.
D. Filling anomaly in general dimensions
In this section, we propose a condition for the presence or absence of the filling anomaly, independent of the geometry of finite-size systems. First, we observe that, for a given finite-size system, the number of the Wannier centers at the boundary modulo two, N ∂ , is invariant under an attaching or a detaching of unit cells to the boundary in an inversion-symmetric way. This is depicted in Fig. 6(a) . Second, there are 2 d building blocks for the finite-size systems in dD. Any finite-size inversionsymmetric insulators can be constructed by attaching unit cells at the boundary of these building blocks. For example, in 2D, there are four building blocks composed of 1 × 1, 2 × 1, 1 × 2 and 2 × 2 unit cells [See Fig. 6(b) ]. For the building block made of the 1 × 1 unit cell, N ∂ is given by ν W2 + ν W3 + ν W4 modulo 2. However, in the case of the building block composed of 1 × 2 unit cells, N ∂ is given by 2ν W2 + ν W3 + 2ν W4 modulo 2. Since the filling anomaly exists when N ∂ is odd and N ∂ depends on the building blocks, the presence or absence of the filling anomaly depends on the type of these building blocks for given ν W2, 3, 4 . Investigating all the building blocks in dD, we conclude that ν Wi for i = 2, 3, · · · , 2 d must be odd integers (even integers) at the same time to have (not to have) the filling anomaly independent of the type of the building blocks. Physically, this condition is equivalent to the vanishing polarization, P = W W ν W = (0, 0) in 2D. In the rest of this paper, we focus on the cases where the filling anomaly is well-defined independent of the type of the building blocks.
The condition for the presence of the filling anomaly puts a constraint to the number of occupied bands. 
For any finite-size system, the corresponding building block is determined uniquely. In 2D, there are four building blocks. The building block corresponding to the geometry depicted in (a) is 2 × 2 unit cells. The presence (absence) of the filling anomaly is well-defined only when νB,C,D are odd (even) integers simultaneously. 
As at least one
ν W index among ν W 2,3,··· ,2 d is zero when n − (k inv i ) for i = 1, · · · 2 d ared−1 ≤ n occ ≤ 2 d − 2.
E. Net parity in open boundary
In this section, we discuss the net parity of finite-size inversion-symmetric insulators without gapless boundary states, which generalizes the discussion in Sec. II B. For any inversion-symmetric insulator in dD which does not host gapless boundary states, the energy spectra of occupied and unoccupied states are well-defined. In this case, the net parity of a finite-size system I = N − − N + in Eq. (10), characterizes the bulk band topology. Here N ± denotes the number of occupied states with parity ±. Now, we argue that I does not change if we add localized states at the boundary. For instance, when an electron is added to the boundary, its inversion partner also has to be added to preserve inversion symmetry as shown in Fig. 7(a) . Then, the two electrons form a symmetric and an antisymmetric states. In this process, both N + and N − increase by one, so I is invariant. The only way to change I is to add electrons at the inversion center. However, this cannot be done in an inversion-symmetric way. Therefore, I is the bulk topological invariant of inversionsymmetric systems that does not change as long as the bulk gap is preserved.
As discussed in Sec. II B, the net parity I is determined by the difference in the number of p and s orbitals at the center of the system with an open boundary, ∆N center . When the system with an open boundary is inversion symmetric, its center must be one of the Wyckoff position W * . Hence, ∆N center is given by ν W * , and the net parity I is manifested as one of ν W indices as shown in Fig. 7(b) .
In this section, we propose the minimal Dirac Hamiltonian for a fragile TI with filling anomaly. We assume that the number of occupied bands is N B , and all the occupied bands at the Γ point have negative parity while they have positive parity at all the other inversion-invariant momenta. Then, the corresponding parity configura- tion is B Γ (d, N B ). Since such a parity configuration can be generated by a band inversion at Γ, starting from a trivial-parity insulator having only positive parity states at inversion-invariant momenta, the state corresponding to B Γ (d, N B ) can be described by a Dirac Hamiltonian. The minimal dimension of the Dirac Hamiltonian can be determined by our diagnosis method of fragile topology as follows. First, we compute 2
. . .
which gives
To be a fragile topological phase, {ν W } must be a set of integers and satisfy W |ν W | > N B . These conditions constrain N B to be an integer multiple of 2 d−1 in any dimensions greater than one. Thus, the minimal number of occupied bands for the fragile phase is
, and thus the filling anomaly exists. This is consistent with the result discussed in Sec. IV D where it is shown that the filling anomaly can occur when n occ ≥ 2 d−1 . Also, we can find the equivalent representation for Wannier states corresponding to
Let us note three implications of Eqs. (46) and (47). First, the Wannier obstruction can be lifted after adding (46) by an integer does not change the relevant inequality, i.e., W |ν W | > n occ .
In Sec. III A, it is shown that the Dirac Hamiltonian for a class A dD kth-order TI is expressed by 2
Gamma matrices. Hence, the Dirac Hamiltonian corresponding to B Γ (d, 2 d−1 ) can describe a dD (d + 1)thorder TI. For example, the Dirac Hamiltonian relevant to B Γ (2, 2) describes a 2D 3rd-order TI, and similarly, the Dirac Hamiltonian relevant to B Γ (3, 4) describes a 3D 4th-order TI. The corresponding parity configurations are shown in Fig. 8 . When the number of occupied states is greater than 2 d−1 , the corresponding Dirac Hamiltonian describes a dD kth-order TI with k > (d + 1). As discussed above, all dD kth-order TIs with k > d have fragile band topology.
In Sec. V A-V B, we examine the charge accumulation in the dD (d + 1)th-order TI and establish the bulkboundary correspondence, which can be viewed as 2D and 3D generalization of the idea discussed in Sec. II A.
Before we proceed, let us comment on the case where the occupied states with negative parity are distributed over the multiple inversion-invariant momenta. In this case, the minimal number of occupied bands to have fragile topology is two in any dimensions which is smaller A. Tight-binding model First, we define 4 × 4 Gamma matrices Γ n=1,...,5 and 8 × 8 Gamma matricesΓ m=1,...,7 in order to construct the tight-binding models for class A 2D 3rd-order and 3D 4th-order TIs protected by inversion symmetry.
We choose that Γ n andΓ n with an even (odd) n are real (imaginary). For example,
Now, we discuss how the boundary mass terms can be introduced in lattice models. Following [41, 47] , we briefly review the mechanism for generating the boundary mass terms from symmetric perturbations to the bulk Hamiltonian. An inversion-symmetric Dirac Hamiltonian without any perturbation is
where I denotes the operator for inversion symmetry. Inversion-symmetric perturbation H 1 is given by
where
. After projection to the boundary, H 1 becomes
whereM a = M a P + (r). Then, one can identify the boundary mass terms as m a,r = d i=1 ∆ i,a n r,i . Since m a,r is proportional to the surface normal vector n r , m a,r = −m a,−r is naturally implemented. Finally, the lattice regularization with the substitution
which naturally contains the boundary mass terms whose explicit form appears after projection to the boundary. All the tight-binding models used in the paper are constructed by using this method. For example, the tightbinding models for class A 2D 3rd-order and 3D 4th-order TIs are given by
and
For the tight-binding models defined above, since the boundary mass terms are given by m a,r = d i=1 ∆ i,a n r,i , the corresponding winding numbers are determined by the sign of the determinant of ∆ i,a . For example,
where we use m a=1,2 = ∆ 1,a+2 cos θ + ∆ 2,a+2 sin θ and
Similarly, we obtain w d = sgn(Det(∆)). Thus, the dD (d+1)th-order TI described by the relevant Dirac Hamiltonian is characterized by w d = 1 (mod 2).
B. Numerical calculations
In order to verify our theoretical prediction for charge accumulation at the boundary based on the continuum Dirac Hamiltonian, here we calculate the energy spectrum and the eigenstates of 2D 3rd-order and 3D 4th-order TIs described by the lattice Hamiltonian H A (2, 3) and H A (3, 4) , by considering various shapes of open boundaries. We choose square and disk geometries for 2D 3rd-order TI, and cube and sphere geometries for 3D 4th-order TI. For numerical calculations, we choose The energy spectra in Figs. 9(a) and 9(d) show that the number of occupied bands and that of unoccupied bands are different in the topological phase (λ = 1) whereas they are the same in the trivial phase (λ = −1). Figs. 9(a) and 9(d) correspond to the 2D 3rd-order TI and the 3D 4th-order TI, respectively. Moreover, when the states below (above) the gap are fully occupied (unoccupied) by adding an extra electron or hole to the halffilled system, we find that the extra charge accumulation is localized only at certain subregions of the boundary where the surface and the bulk mass terms change rapidly. More explicitly, it is found that the extra charge is localized at the corners of the system with a square or cube geometry, while the extra charge is spread over the whole boundary region when the system geometry has a disk or sphere shape, as shown in Fig. 9 .
The difference in the number of occupied and unoccupied states in dD (d + 1)th-order TIs can be understood by examining the change in the energy spectrum of a dD dth-order TI with chiral symmetry when chiral symmetry breaking perturbations are added. Specifically, a dD dthorder TI with chiral symmetry has two zero-energy modes related by inversion. Adding chiral symmetry breaking perturbation, the zero-energy modes are pushed either upward or downward until they are merged to the unoccupied or occupied states, leading to a dD (d+1)th-order TI without in-gap states. As long as inversion symmetry is preserved, the two in-gap states should be degenerate during this process. The filling anomaly requires that an extra electron or hole is added to the half-filled system, and the states below (above) the gap are fully occupied (unoccupied), to preserve inversion symmetry. Then one can examine the extra charge accumulation relative to the half-filling [See Sec. II A for the related discussion in 1D 2nd-order TIs].
However, to understand the distribution of the extra charge accumulation at the boundary, we need the additional information of the induced current j µ d as explained in Sec. III C. To confirm the charge accumulation predicted by the induced current in Sec. III C, we first numerically solve the lattice model for a 2D 3rd-order TI and compute the extra charge density ∆ρ(x, y) at the position (x, y) relative to the half-filling (ρ 0 = 2). In both the square and disk geometry, the extra charge density ∆ρ(x, y) is defined as
where ψ i (x, y) is the ith energy eigenstate and N occ is the number of occupied states. Since total extra charge is −1 according to δ = j 0 1 = sgn(Det(∆)) = −1, the total sum of ∆ρ(x, y) is equal to −1. Namely,
where N x and N y denote the number of lattice sites in the x and y directions, respectively. In the case of the square geometry, the extra charge is mostly localized at the corners as shown in Fig. 9(b) . This is simply because the boundary mass terms vary abruptly near the corners. To demonstrate the spatial distribution of the extra charge accumulation, we divide the system into four quadrants. Then we compare the total extra charge in each quadrant, Q num. 
According to the numerical data displayed in Table VI This is because when the bulk gap is sufficiently large, our formula for the induced current becomes more accurate due to the negligible contributions of higher-order terms in the derivative expansion. More detailed information about how the induced currents are computed is in Appendix G. On the other hand, in contrast to the case of the square geometry, the extra charge is spread over the whole boundary in the disk geometry as shown in Fig. 9(c) . This delocalized charge accumulation is also consistent with the profile of j 0 1 (θ) in Eq. (26) . Now, let us consider the 3D 4th-order TI. Both in the cube and sphere geometry, the extra charge density ∆ρ(x, y, z) at the position (x, y, z) compared to halffilling (ρ 0 = 4) is defined as
where ψ i (x, y, z) is the ith energy eigenstate and N occ is the number of occupied states. Also, the total accumulated charge is 1 according to δ = j 0 2 = −sgn(Det(∆)) = 1, and thus the total sum of ∆ρ(x, y, z) is equal to 1. Namely, 
where N i=x,y,z denote the number of lattice sites in the i direction.
In the case of the cube geometry, the extra charge is mostly accumulated at the corners where the boundary mass terms varies rapidly, as shown in Fig. 9(e) . To demonstrate the spatial distribution of the extra charge accumulation, we divide the system into eight octants. Then we compare the total extra charge in each octant, Q num. 
The results of numerical calculations are displayed in Table VII, which shows that the deviation of Q i from Q num. i is about ten percent. This is because our formula for the induced current in Eq. (22) get corrections from the higher-order terms when the bulk gap is small. When the bulk gap becomes larger, the deviation of Q i from Q num. i becomes smaller. In contrast to the case of the cube geometry, the extra charge is spread over the whole boundary in the sphere geometry as shown in Fig. 9(f) . This delocalized charge accumulation is also consistent with the profile of j 0 2 (θ, φ) in Eq. (27) . These numerical studies for 2D 3rd-order and 3D 4th-order TIs in various open boundaries demonstrate the validity of the theory based on the induced current.
VI. WILSON LOOP OF FRAGILE TI
In this section, we investigate the fragile topology of dD (d+1)th-order TIs by using the Wilson loop methods. First, we observe that the Wilson loop spectrum of fragile TIs has a nonzero relative winding [53] . Then, we show that the relative winding of the Wilson loop can be unwound by adding appropriately chosen trivial bands. In dimensions greater than two, however, the number of additional orbitals required to trivialize the fragile topology does not match with the number of additional orbitals required to unwind the relative winding of the Wilson loop spectrum. We find that their number difference counts the number of orbitals required to unwind the relative winding of the nested Wilson loop spectrum. Comparing the Wilson loop and nested Wilson loop spectra of 2D 3rd-order and 3D 4th-order TIs, we show that the fragile topology of 3D insulators is characterized by a nonzero relative winding of the nested Wilson loop, and its unwinding requires extra trivial bands to be added. We show that this idea is generally valid for dD kth-order TIs with d ≥ 3 and k > d.
A. Wilson loop winding of fragile TI
The fragile band topology of a dD (d + 1)th-order TI is manifested by the winding of the (nested) Wilson loop spectrum as well as by the winding of boundary mass terms. The Wilson loop W k0+G←k0 indicates the parallel transport of Bloch wavefunctions along a noncontractible loop in the Brillouin zone, from k 0 to k 0 +G where G is a reciprocal lattice vector [53, 64, 65] . In a tight-binding model, the Bloch wavefunction is replaced by the eigenstate |n, k of the tight-binding Hamiltonian
Wilson loop is defined in terms of |n, k as
where k i = k 0 + i N G with an integer i, and n occ denotes the number of occupied states. And the projector into the occupied states P (k) is defined by P (k) = nocc n=1 |n, k n, k|. Note that the Wilson loop spectrum {θ(k 0 )}, W k0+G←k0 |θ(k 0 ) = e iθ(k0) |θ(k 0 ) , is independent of the start point k 0 . Instead of the Wilson loop spectrum, we sometimes use the equivalent term, the Wilson bands in the following discussions. Also, since we mostly consider the Wilson loop defined along the k 1 direction, we will denote {θ 1 (k 2 , k 3 , · · · )} as the Wilson loop spectrum. The definition and properties of the Wilson loop is summarized in Appendix H. Fig. 10 shows the Wilson loop spectra for a 2D 3rd order TI and a 3D 4th-order TI. Due to the inversion symmetry, the Wilson loop spectrum satisfies {θ(k 2 )} = {−θ(−k 2 )} [53] . In Fig. 10(a) 
θ(k 2 ) = 0, π, and {−θ 0 , θ 0 }, respectively. Let us note that n
For example, the parity configuration B Γ (2, 2) shown in Fig. 8(a) is mapped to {n
Since we are interested in an insulator without gapless boundary states, we assume that the 1st Chern number C 1 is zero. Then the relative winding number N W is given by [53] 
Let us note that the mapping between the inversion parities of occupied states and the Wilson loop spectrum is studied for arbitrary number of occupied states [53] , which is summarized in Appendix. H 6. Armed with the above result, we show that the relative winding N W is fragile, i.e., N W decreases as appropriately chosen trivial bands are added. For this purpose, let us consider the lattice model for a dD (d+1)th-order TI in Eq. (52) with λ = 1, which has 2 d−1 occupied eigenstates whose parity configuration corresponds to B Γ (d, N B = 2 d−1 ). We focus on the property of the (k 1 , k 2 ) plane with k i>2 = 0, which includes the Γ point since it has nontrivial topological properties. It is straightforward to show that the Wilson loop spectrum of Table VI A. Fig. 11 shows that the Wilson loop spectrum of 2D 3rd-order TIs changes as expected when s(A) or p(A) orbitals are added. Namely, adding a p(A) orbital opens a gap in the Wilson loop spectrum while adding a s(A) orbital cannot. The details of numerical calculations are summarized in Appendix. I. Since the Wilson bands are divided into two sectors (P 1,2 ) after we add a p(A) orbital as shown in Fig. 11(b) , the Berry phaseΦ of each sector can be calculated. P 1,2 regroup the Wilson bands in an inversion-symmetric manner, and thus have quantized Berry phasesΦ[P 1,2 ] in the k 2 direction. We find
On the other hand, let us note that the average Φ of the Wilson loop eigenvalues in P 1 and P 2 sectors along the k 1 direction are 0 in both cases. As the two Wilson bands in P 2 have a fixed symmetric value θ 1 (k 2 ) = π at k 2 = 0, we interpret Φ[P 2 ] = 0 in a way that the Wannier centers of the two Wilson bands in the a 1 direction are 1 2 in both cases. Thus, we conclude that the Wannier centers of three bands in P 1 and P 2 are (0, π), (π, 0), and (π, π), respectively. These values support that the Wannier state representation for the 2D 3rd-order TI is p(A) ⊕ p(B) ⊕ p(C) ⊕ p(D) [20] . This is also consistent with Eq. (47) and the corner charge accumulation [49] in the square boundary shown in Fig. 9(b) .
Let us note that the fragility of N W = 1 Wilson bands has already been studied in Ref. 20 and 43 . However, the fragility of N W = 2 Wilson bands in a 3D 4th-order TI and in its higher-dimensional generalization has more involved structures and has not been studied yet. In 
B. Nested Wilson loop and trivialization of fragile topology
In this section, we discuss the fragility of the Wilson loop of the 3D 4th-order TI. Symmetry data analysis shows that the trivialization of the 3D 4th-order TI requires at least three p(A) orbitals although the relative winding of the Wilson bands can be gapped with two p(A) orbitals. To understand the origin of the mismatch in the number of required orbitals, we investigate the nested Wilson loop of the 3D 4th-order TI with two or three additional p(A) orbitals.
Adding one p(A) orbital
Adding one p(A) orbital reduces the relative winding from N W = 2 to N W = 1 as shown in Figs. 12(a)-(c) . Thus, the winding of the Wilson loop persists, and thus the nontrivial band topology still exists. 
Adding two p(A) orbitals
Adding two p(A) orbitals reduces the relative winding from N W = 2 to N W = 0 as shown in Figs. 12(d)-(f) . Six Wilson bands are divided into two groups, P in and P out , in an inversion-symmetric manner. Then we can compute the nested Wilson loops of P in and P out , which show nonzero nested Chern numbers C nest = −2 and C nest = 2, respectively, as shown in Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) . This can be explained by the fact that a 3D 4th-order TI can be considered as two copies of the class A 3D 2nd order TI, i.e., the axion insulator, which is characterized by an odd nested Chern number [20] . However, let us note that an even value of the nested Chern number itself does not guarantee the nontrivial bulk topology. This is because only the parity of C nest remains robust when a band touching between Wilson bands in P in and those in P out , or a Wilson band transition, happens while keeping the bulk gap [20] . Since two p(A) orbitals cannot trivialize the band topology according to the symmetry data analysis, the nontrivial bulk topology must be manifested in the nested Wilson loop. We show that the nontrivial band topology appears in the form of the relative winding in the nested Wilson loop. After the band touching between Wilson bands, the nested Wilson loop of P in shows the relative winding number 1 while the nested Wilson loop of P out is completely unwound as shown in Figs. 13(c) and 13(d) .
Adding three p(A) orbitals
Adding the third p(A) orbital to the case considered above makes little changes in the Wilson loop spectra. For instance, the third p(A) orbital does not change the nested Chern number C nest as shown in Figs. 13(e) and 13(f). However, after the band inversion between Wilson bands in P in and those in P out , the relative windings in the nested Wilson loops for both P in and P out are fully lifted as shown in Figs. 13(g) and 13(h). Therefore we conclude that the fragile TI is characterized by the nontrivial relative winding of the nested Wilson loop.
Since the Wannier obstruction is fully relaxed, we can find the Wannier state representations corresponding to the cases shown in Figs. 13(g) and 13(h). One interesting feature of the nested Wilson loops in Fig. 13(g) is that even the nest Wilson bands from P in can be divided further into two different groups of nested Wilson bands, P in (P in ) and P out (P in ), which is possible since there is no winding or relative winding in the spectrum. Similarly, Fig. 13(h) shows that the nested Wilson bands from P out can be divided into P in (P out ) and P out (P out ) [See Appendix H for more details]. Then the corresponding averaged eigenvalues Φ and the Berry phasesΦ are given by Φ[
indicates the average eigenvalues of the Wilson band P i (the nested Wilson band
denotes the Berry phase of the Wilson band P i (the nested Wilson band P i (P j )). The corresponding Wannier centers of the seven occupied states are (0, π, 0), (π, 0, 0), (π, π, 0), (0, 0, π), (0, π, π), (π, 0, π) and (π, π, π), respectively. This supports that the Wannier state representation for the 3D 4th-order TI is
, which is consistent with Eq. (47) . Also, the corner charge accumulation in the cubic geometry shown in Fig. 9(e) can be related to the Wannier state representation in the same way as in 2D.
C. Generalization to higher dimensions and higher-order
The idea presented in the previous section can be generalized further to dD kth-order TI with d ≥ 3 and k > d. The key observation is that only the inner Wilson bands in P in of the trivialized lth nested Wilson loop have the relative winding number in their (l + 1)th nested Wilson loop spectrum. We assume that the nested Chern numbers are always zero, which can always be achieved via the band touching between Wilson bands.
Explicitly, according to the discussion in Sec. V, a dD kth-order TI has an equivalent Wannier state representation given by 
Since there is no relative winding in the Wilson loop, the Wilson bands can be divided into two groups P in and P out . Here P in consist of the nearly flat Wilson bands near θ 1 = 0 which come from the additional trivial orbitals. This indicates that the Wannier centers of the Wilson bands in P in in the a d direction are all zero. Then the Wannier state representation of the Wilson bands in P in is equivalent to
where we projected out the Wyckoff positions 
In this way, we can understand the total number of additional orbitals required to trivialize the fragile topology in terms of the relative winding numbers in all possible nested Wilson loops.
VII. GENERAL PUMPING PROCESS
In this section, we describe the pumping process of inversion-symmetric TIs. The main claim is that the band topology of the (d + 1)D (k − 1)th-order TI can be understood in terms of the adiabatic pumping process between the dD kth-order TI and the trivial-parity insulator along the (d+1)th momentum direction. In particular, we discuss how the higher-order TIs with hinge states, i.e., (d+1)D dth-order TIs, can be constructed via the pumping process of dD (d + 1)th-order TIs. This can be considered as the generalization of the idea proposed in Ref. 20 .
A. General pumping process
Let us consider an adiabatic pumping process of the parity configurations of dD kth-order TIs along the k d+1 direction between k d+1 = 0 and k d+1 = π planes. We label the symmetry data in the k d+1 = 0 plane as {n − (k
)}, respectively. At each dD subspace, the momentum space symmetry data can be mapped to 2 d ν W (k d+1 ) indices for dD inversionsymmetric insulator by using Eq. (39) as
Let us note that, thanks to the simple structure of inversion symmetry, the matrix A d in Eq. (39), which connects the symmetry data in real and momentum spaces, satisfies the following simple recursion relation.
which is proved in Appendix. B. Then 2 d+1 ν W indices for (d + 1)D inversion-symmetric insulator are given by
where i = 1, · · · , 2 d . Thus, the resulting phase can be diagnosed by using {ν W (0)} and {ν W (π)}.
Eq. (73) shows that any fragile TI or atomic insulators in (d + 1)D can be understood as a pumping process between fragile TI or atomic insulators. Since all ν W indices for (d + 1)D fragile TI or atomic insulator are integers, all ν Wi (0) and ν Wi (π) are also integers according to Eq. (73) . This means that the parity configurations at k d+1 = 0 and π correspond to either fragile TIs or atomic insulators.
In Sec. IV C, it is mentioned that, when n occ = 2, the fragile TI in higher dimensions can be obtained by a layer-stacking of 2D fragile TI, and this process can also be described by a momentum space pumping of fragile TIs. To illustrate this idea, let us consider a trivial pumping process in which the parity configurations at k d+1 = 0 and π are identical to each other, i.e., ν
d . This shows that a fragile TI with n occ = 2 in 3D, {ν W } = {−1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0} for example, can be understood as a trivial pumping process of 2D fragile TI with {ν W (0)} = {ν W (π)} = {−1, 1, 1, 1} in the k 3 direction, consistent with the previous description.
B. Hamiltonian mapping
Here we show that an adiabatic pumping between the dD kth-order TI and the trivial-parity insulator leads to the (d + 1)D (k − 1)th-order TI. (74) and
where the number of Γ matrices is q = d + k = 2n + 1 and their dimension is 2 n × 2 n . The bulk mass term M and the inversion symmetry operator I are given by M = I = Γ q . The parity configurations corresponding to
n−1 ) and
while those for the trivial parity configuration of 2 n−1 bands with only positive parities are
Thus, the pumping between B Γ (d, 2 n−1 ) and the trivial parity configuration gives 2 d+1 ν W indices 2
, which is exactly the ν W indices of B Γ (d + 1, 2 n−1 ). Also, one can explicitly construct a mapping between the Hamiltonians given by
preserves the bulk gap, since
The nontrivial topology of
when 0 < λ < 2. Hence, the map ϕ ↑ [H A(d,k) ] describes the desired pumping process. One can consider the following examples as an application of the pumping picture. For instance, a pumping of a 1D 2nd-order TI described by the SSH model without chiral symmetry leads to the 2D 1st-order TI, the Chern insulator. A pumping of a 2D 3rd-order TI gives a 3D 2nd-order TI, the axion insulator [20] . Finally, a pumping of a 3D 2nd-order TI gives a 4D 1st-order TI, the 4D Chern insulator. In the case of other AZ classes, the Hamiltonian mapping is more restricted. For instance, in class AI, a pumping of a 2D 3rd-order TI produces Z 2 monopole nodal line semimetal [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] . In the case of class AII, a pumping of a 2D 3rd-order TI generates the doubled strong TI characterized by the Z 4 symmetry indicator [11, 36, 38] .
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we systematically study the bulk and boundary properties of fragile TIs protected by inversion symmetry. In particular, we focus on the class A inversion-symmetric insulators which can be characterized by (2 d + 1) invariants, n occ and {ν W }, defined in terms of symmetry data in momentum space. Using these invariants, stable TIs, fragile TIs, and atomic insulators are distinguished. We propose an efficient method for diagnosing fragile topological phases protected by inversion symmetry, and estimate the numbers of parity configurations corresponding to atomic insulators, fragile TIs, and stable TIs, respectively. Considering that the symmetry indicator cannot distinguish atomic insulators and fragile TIs, our diagnosis method goes beyond the recently proposed diagnosis schemes.
We have extended the notion of higher-order topology by generalizing the concept of dD kth-order TI to the cases with k > d, which is normally defined for k ≤ d. We show that dD kth-order TIs with k > d have fragile band topology. In contrast to the case of stable TIs where the relative topology between a trivial and a topological insulators can be described by a Dirac Hamiltonian unambiguously, the relative topology between a fragile TI and an atomic insulator is more subtle. In particular, the Dirac Hamiltonian description of the fragile TI is meaningful only when we specify trivial insulator taking into account the parity of occupied states at all inversioninvariant momenta. In our case, we define the trivialparity insulator having positive parity occupied states at all inversion-invariant momenta as a reference trivial insulator. Then the band inversion described by the Dirac Hamiltonian gives a fragile TI unambiguously. In fact, once we have the full symmetry data at all inversioninvariant momenta, we can completely analyze the fragile band topology protected by inversion symmetry which we have demonstrated rigorously.
Moreover, we derive the bulk-boundary correspondence of dD (d+1)th-order TI, and identify dD (d+1)thorder TI as a minimal fragile phase with the filling anomaly. We also explain the topological origin of the charge accumulation on the boundary. We show that how the mass winding, the induced current, the filling anomaly, and corner charges are related to each other in a unified way. In the case of dD kth-order TIs with k > (d + 1) although there is no nontrivial charge accumulation, the net parity I, serves as a bulk topological invariant for for any k > d. In fact, the net parity characterizes the bulk topology of all inversion-symmetric insulators without gapless boundary states. Moreover, from the careful study of Wilson loops and nested Wilson loops, we show that fragile topological phases are characterized by the relative winding in all possible Wilson loops. Also, we discuss the implication of the pumping process of inversion-symmetric insulators.
We expect that all the concepts developed in this paper, such as the mass winding, topological induced currents, the net parity, and the diagnosis of fragile topology based on symmetry data, can be applied to other topological crystalline insulators in general. For example, the mass winding approach can be extended to fragile topological or atomic phases with rotation symmetries, considering the recent progress reported in Ref. 31, 32, 48 , and 49. We leave the extension of our theory to more general cases of fragile TIs protected by various space groups and magnetic space groups for future studies.
Note added-. During the completion of this paper, we noticed that a paper by Z. Song et al. [73] appeared on arXiv. They classified all fragile topological phases indicated by symmetry eigenvalues for the class AII and 230 space groups. For inversion symmetric cases, i.e., space group 2, the criteria for diagnosing fragile TIs proposed in Ref. 73 is composed of 240 linear inequalities while our criteria consists of only a single nonlinear inequality. However, they are consistent with each other. the band topology is not stable topological, i.e., it is either a fragile topological phase or an atomic phase, and ii) we consider only the band topology protected by inversion symmetry, such that inversion parity determines the band topology exactly.
Let us first prove that the phases with W |ν W | > n occ cannot be atomic insulator. Any atomic phase has µ W integer greater than or equal to zero. Then, the following inequality holds:
Thus, a phase which satisfies W |ν W | > n occ cannot be atomic phase. Now, let us prove that insulators satisfying W |ν W | ≤ n occ are atomic insulators. In other words, we can construct an equivalent Wannier state representation with µ W,± ≥ 0. From the n occ occupied states, we first construct W |ν W | Wannier states,
where s W = sgn(ν W ). By construction, we have µ W,ξ = ( In conclusion, an insulator satisfying W |ν W | > n occ is fragile TI, and vice versa.
where N cell is the number of unit cells. Its transformation property under inversion is inherited from |w ξ,R (W ) ,
This means that the Bloch wavefunction |ψ W ξ (k) constructed by w ξ (W i ) has parity ξη ij at inversion-invariant momentum k inv j , where we define η ij ≡ ξe
Bloch states with parity ±1 at k inv j .
Properties of ηij
Since k
Let first us prove
d . When j = 1, η ij always has a partner η i j = −η ij for some i . Therefore,
Combining the above relations, we obtain
In a similar manner, one can prove that
is nonzero. Let us assume that k inv i = 0 without loss of generality. Then,
·W l always has a partner η il η l j = −η il η lj for some l . The summation of η il η lj over l thus vanishes.
Derivation of the mapping A d
We derive the matrix A d that relates the number of the Wannier sates in real space to the number of occupied states of even-and odd-parity in momentum space. As we show in the first subsection, |w ξ,R (W i ) generates
Thus, we obtain
the matrix notation as shown in Eqs. (B4) and (B5). We introduce a new notation
From Eqs. (B4) and (B5), one can find that A d satisfies
For later use, we write Eq. (B8) in another form,
Also, A d+1 and A d have a recursion relation,
This can be easily proven by using
Properties of νW
As n ξ (k inv ) must be an integer which satisfies 0 ≤ n ξ (k inv ) ≤ n occ , {ν W } cannot take any values. Most importantly, {ν W } satisfy
where n is an integer less than or equal to n occ , according to Eq. (B6). Also, ν W indices have the following properties:
is an integer greater than or equal to zero and
Thus, we obtain 2 d−2 (ν Wi ± ν Wj ) ∈ Z for i = j. This completes the proof because when i = i the property b reduces to the property a, which we prove above.
c. Proof of |ν Wi | ≤ n occ . Let us first prove |ν W1 | ≤ n occ . From Eqs. (B10) and (B11), we obtain
Thus, |ν W1 | ≤ n occ . We can prove |ν Wi | ≤ n occ for i = 1 in a similar way. For i = 1, the number of [
Then, we obtain
When i, i = 1 and i = i , we can relabel the j indices such that 2 where ∆G is a reciprocal lattice vector. Then,
e. Proof of | W ν W | ≤ n occ . Using Eq. (B10), we obtain
Appendix C: Relations between νW indices and symmetry indicator
Symmetry indicators are constructed from symmetry eigenvalues in momentum space, and these distinguish stable topological phases from fragile topological and atomic phases [11] . Here, we relate ν W indices with inversion symmetry indicators.
In d dimensions, one can define the Z 2 d−1 symmetry indicator z 2 d−1 for inversion symmetry,
To see why it is defined modulo 2 d−1 , we connect it to ν W indices. Let us recall that an atomic orbital localized at W i with inversion parity ξ has parity ξ exp(2ik inv j ·W i ) at inversion-invariant momentum k inv j . Therefore, we have [74] .
These generate seven distinct weak topological phases characterized by (z
3 ) = (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1) . The weak symmetry indicators,
are expressed by ν W1 , ν W2 , ν W3 , and ν W5 as follows:
Note that symmetry-indicated stable topological phases can be either insulators or semimetals [11] . For example, in three dimensions, the phase is gapless when the strong indicator z 4 is odd [75, 76] . 
Here ± corresponds to ∆n − (k We always re-order the energy levels so that odd-parity states are atop even-parity states. After the band inversions at k Now the parity configuration is equivalent to 4s(W 1 ) ⊕ 2p(W 8 ), which is an atomic insulator without the filling anomaly. Hence, the number of band inversions modulo 2, which is equal to
(mod 2), determines the filling anomaly, i.e., N BI = 0 (N BI = 1) for the absence (presence) of the filling anomaly. Here x denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to x.
Appendix E: Layer construction of inversion-symmetric TIs and TSCs
Inversion-symmetric kth-order TIs/TSCs for k ≤ d in d dimensions can be constructed by staking first-order TIs/TSCs in (d − k + 1) dimensions [39] . Based on the layer construction, higher-order topological phases protected by inversion symmetry are neatly summarized in Table. IX, which is reproduced from Ref. 39 . On the other hand, it was pointed out in Ref. 47 that topological phases without gapless boundary states are given by the layer construction starting from 0D states. In this way, any dD systems are constructed by stacking 0D states. Here, we extended the layer construction in Ref. 39 to the case for k > d, where no gapless boundary states appear. We focus on the case where inversion symmetry operator I satisfies the commutation relations with T and P in the same way as the Hamiltonian, i.e., [I, T ] = 0 and {I, P } = 0. When I satisfies commutation relations different from that of H, only order of k ≤ 2 or 3 can be realized depending on the AZ classes, and we refer readers to [39, 47] for discussions about such cases. [39] . Among the ten AZ classes, class A and AIII belong to complex AZ classes while other eight classes belong to real AZ classes. s labels the AZ classes: s = 0, 1 for complex AZ classes and s = 0, 1, · · · , 7 for real AZ classes. T , P and S denote time-reversal, particle-hole and chiral symmetries. T 2 are denoted as 0 when the symmetry is absent. The same notation is adopted for P and S. Inversion symmetry operator I satisfies [I, T ] = {I, P } = 0. δ is given by dimension d and order k, δ = d − k + 1 (mod 8). Here, k is an arbitrary positive integer. As for Z2 and "Z2" classifications, Z2 and "Z2" nontrivial classes exhibit gapless boundary states when k ≤ d. When k = d + 1, only "Z2" nontrivial classes exhibit the filling anomaly.
The layer construction can be employed to construct the Hamiltonian for generalized kth-order TIs/TSCs with k > d as was done for k ≤ d in Ref. 39 . Before introducing a dimensional raising mapping of Hamiltonian based on the layer construction, we adopt the following convention.
H (d,k) and I (d,k) denote the Dirac Hamiltonian
and inversion symmetry operator of dD kth-order TI/TSC.
T (d,k)
, P (d,k) and S (d,k) denote time-reversal, particle-hole and chiral symmetry operators for dD kth-order TI/TSC. These non-spatial symmetries exists or not according to the AZ class.
3. M (d,k) denotes the bulk mass term and satisfies
) is obtained by the dimensional raising mapping,
where m k,r = −m k,−r denotes the boundary mass term. Note that the boundary mass terms, m a,r for a = 1, · · · , k − 1, in H (d,k) are deformed to be odd under inversion symmetry in (d + 1)D once the dimensional raising map Eq. (E2) is done. The symmetry operators of (d + 1)D (k + 1)th-order TI/TSC are given by
thus the dimensional raising mapping Eq. (E2) does not change the AZ class. Note that Eq. (E2) is understood as a continuum limit of
for n > 0 and d ≥ 1, is constructed by a "0D nthorder" Hamiltonian, H (0,n) by using the dimensional raising mapping repeatedly.
We define a 0D nth-order Hamiltonian H (0,n) ,
where R is regarded as a set of auxiliary parameters that are promoted to r after the construction of H (d,d+n) is done. Thus, m a,R transforms under the symmetry operators,
Now, let us regard m a,R as momentum-like variables. Then, T and P can be regarded as space-time inversion symmetry and particle-hole symmetry combined with inversion symmetry. Hence, the 0D Hamiltonian H (0,n)
is identical to the inversion-symmetric (n − 1)D Dirac Hamiltonian in the presence/absence of IT , IP and S [70] . Therefore, n is allowed when n + s = 1 (mod 2) in complex AZ classes, and n + s = 1, 2, 3, 5 (mod 8) in real AZ classes where s = 0, 1 (mod 2) and s = 0, · · · , 7 (mod 8) label the complex and real AZ classes, respectively. This is summarized in Table. IX, and it is identical to the classification table for k ≥ d in Ref. 39 . Therefore, our analysis generalizes Table. IX to arbitrary nonnegative integers k and d. Here, the inversion-protected dD kth-order topology has a Z 2 classification, because a two-copy of dD kth-order TIs is not a dD kth-order TI anymore. Instead, it has a higher order. In our Dirac Hamiltonian construction in class A, a two-copy of dD kth-order TIs gives dD (k + 2)th-order TI. For example in class AII, a two-copy of dD (d + 1)th-order TIs gives dD (d + 5)th-order TI.
Appendix F: Boundary projection
In this section, we review the boundary projection introduced in Refs. 38, 39, 41, and 47. Consider the Dirac Hamiltonian in d dimensions, H(r).
Here, Γ i=1,··· ,d are Gamma matrices and M is bulk mass term. Gamma matrices Γ i and the bulk mass term M satisfy {Γ i , Γ j } = 2δ ij and {Γ i , M} = 0. We consider a system that is in the topological phase. Let us take λ > 0 in the topological phase and λ < 0 in the trivial phase. Then, λ is positive inside the system while λ is negative outside the system. We set λ(r) such that it approaches to +1 as r approaches the center of the system, r = 0, and it approaches to −1 as r goes to infinity. On the boundary, λ = 0 because λ changes sign there. For our analysis of the boundary theory of the Dirac Hamiltonian, we define (d−1) orthonormal tangent basis vector e r,L=1,··· ,d−1 and the normal vectors n r . On the tangent space at r, the Dirac Hamiltonian in Eq. (F1) is expressed as
Here, k S denotes the boundary momentum normal to n r , k S = k − (k · n r )n r . Also, we use the vector notation for Gamma matrices, Γ = (Γ 1 , · · · , Γ d ), and x ⊥ denotes the normal coordinate at r on the boundary, δx ⊥ = n r · δr. Note that the kinetic term, the first term in Eq. (F2), can be expressed in terms of e r,L .
When the system is sufficiently large, H ⊥ (k S , r) has eigenstate ψ(k S , r) that is exponentially localized on the boundary. One can show that the Schrödinger equation,
is solved by the following ansatz,
where we define projection operators P ± (r) = 1 2 (1∓i(n r · Γ)M) is projection operator. The choice of projection operator, P + (r) or P − (r), depends on the profile of λ(r). In our case, since λ = −1 outside the system, P + (r) is the proper choice. P ± (r) satisfies the following relation:
With the help of the ansatz in Eq. (F5) and Eq. (F6), the eigenvalue problem in Eq. (F4) is reduced to the form,
where we define the boundary Hamiltonian h(k S , r) ≡ P + (r)H ⊥ (k S , r)P + (r). Now, we consider the kth-order topology, which is defined by the presence of (k − 1) odd-parity mass terms m a,r M a with a = 1,
Inversion symmetry under I = M requires that m a,r is odd under inversion, i.e., m a,r = −m a,−r . Those mass terms break translation symmetry because of their r dependence, and we assume that they are finite only near the boundary.
After the boundary mass terms are included, the boundary Hamiltonian becomes
The eigenvalue problem for h(k S , r) can be solved in the following way. The boundary-projected Gamma matrices and mass matricesΓ L andM a , are defined by the projection,
and satisfy
a=1 m 2 a,r . So far, the boundary-projected mass terms m a,rMa are generated by the position dependent mass terms m a,r M a . Alternatively, m a,rMa can be generated by a constant perturbation H pert [41, 47] ,
After the boundary projection, H pert is reduced to
We use this method in numerical calculations.
we obtain
wherem a,x = ma,x mx and Area(
. Hence, the induced current j The induced current density can be calculated either using the bulk Hamiltonian or the boundary Hamiltonian. There is a caveat because the convention for the Gamma matrices may change by the projection, which can lead a different choice of χ d on the boundary while we take χ d = i d in the bulk. Therefore, we need to care-
on the boundary, whereΓ andM are Gamma matrices and mass matrices projected to boundary defined in the previous section. It turns out thatχ d−1 = −χ d−1 as we show now. Now, let us turn to the boundary theory when a domain between trivial and topological phases is formed. The boundary Hamiltonian h(k S , r) is
which is obtained by the projection to the boundary, introduced in Appendix F. Since h(k S , r) has (d−1) kinetic terms and d mass terms, the induced current j 
where we define e r,0 ≡ n r in the third line, Det(e r ) is the determinant of e r in the matrix notation.
Finally, let us mention that dD (d+1)th-order phase is allowed for class A, AI, AII, BDI and D. However, when the chiral or particle-hole symmetry is exists, the induced current is zero. Thus, charge accumulation on boundary occurs only for class A, AI and AII. connection.
Tight-binding notation
In the tight-binding model, Hamiltonian is spanned by a basis set |R α . We denote R and x α as the unit cell position and the sublattice position of the orbital α:
Here, |k α is the Fourier transformation of |R α ,
where N cell is the number of unit cell in the system. These basis states are orthonormal: R α|R β = δ R,R δ αβ and k α|k β = δ k,k δ αβ . When the orbitals are located at x α = 0, |k α is not periodic in the Brillouin zone.
where V (k) αβ = e −ik·xα δ αβ (note that we take a convention different from the one in Ref. 65) . Diagonalizing H(k) αβ , we obtain energy eigenstates |n, k α , where
The energy eigenstates |n, k satisfy
where n tot is the rank of Hamiltonian H(k) αβ , which is also the number of orbitals:
Symmetry transformation
Consider a symmetry operationσ: r → D σ r + d. D σ is representation of the point group part ofσ, which is an element of orthogonal group, O(d). It acts on the basis |R α as follows:σ
Since U (σ) acts on sublattice degrees of freedom, U (σ) is bijective and independent of R. Using the fact that
, we obtain the symmetry transformation of |k, α underσ:
where we define U σ (k) = e −iDσk·d U (σ). From the condition thatĤ is symmetric underσ,Ĥ =σĤσ −1 , we obtain
At high-symmetry momenta k
For inversion symmetry, the inversion-invariant momenta are given by
. From Eq. (H9), we can find an energy eigenstate at D σ k, |n, D σ k , as a symmetry partner of |n, k up to unitary transformation B σ , the sewing matrix:
B σ appears here because a symmetry transformation can lead to a linear combination of energy eigenstates when they are degenerate. It is straightforward to show that the sewing matrix B σ (k),
is a unitary matrix, B σ (k) ∈ U (n occ ), and is periodic in the Brillouin zone:
Now, we investigate the transformation of the nonAbelian Berry connection [a i (k) ] nm defined by the occupied states |n, k :
The Berry connection transforms under the gauge transformation |n, k → |n, k G = |m, k G(k) mn of the occupied states as
where 1 denotes an identity matrix in the occupied subspace. The results Eqs. (H17) and (H18) are used to derive the symmetry transformations of the Wilson loop.
Wilson line
Let us consider a line L : k i → k f which is parameterized by λ. Start and end points k i,f are given by Fig. 15 
For convenience, we choose a smooth gauge along L. Along the line L, the covariant derivative D λ is defined as
The Wilson line W L λ is the solution of
with the boundary conditions which is defined along the path-reversed line
Hence,
The solution of the above equation is given by
with the boundary condition W L λ=0 = 1. Finally, we obtain the Wilson line W σL λ , which is the symmetry transformation of W L λ underσ, where σL λ : Fig. 15 . From Eqs. (H18) and (H21), we derive 
where B Θ (k) is sewing matrix forΘ:
Wilson Loop
From Eq. (H24), we conclude that the spectrum of W L is gauge invariant when k i = k f (mod G). In the Brillouin zone, consider a non-contractible loop L : k 0 → k 0 + G. For numerical calculations, we implement the discretized form,
where k i = k 0 + i N G and P (k) = nocc n=1 |n, k n, k| is the projector for the occupied states. However, we stick to formulate the Wilson loop in the continuum form
to exploit the covariant derivative D λ and symmetry transformation of the Berry connection a(k). The eigenstates |θ(k 0 ) of the Wilson loop W k0+G←k0 are given by W k0+G←k0 |θ(k 0 ) = e iθ(k0) |θ(k 0 ) . Because of the periodic gauge, the Wilson loop is periodic,
for any reciprocal vector G . Also, the Wilson loop spectrum {θ(k 0 )} is independent of the start point k 0 ,
where k 0 , k 0 ∈ L : k 0 → k 0 + G. Now, let us discuss a consequence of symmetryσ on the Wilson loop. Although Eqs. (H25) and (H26) applies to arbitrary symmetries and lines, we restrict our attention to inversion I and k 1 -directed loop L 1 in three dimensions, L 1 : (k 1,0 , k 2 , k 3 ) → (k 1,0 + 2π, k 2 , k 3 ) for the discussion relevant to this paper. Since inversion symmetry is symmorphic, one can find a coordinate system with d = 0. Applying Eq. (H25),
where k 
This can be viewed as an unitary analogy of particle-hole symmetry. We define the sewing matrix B 
Now, we define eigenstates |u 0 )}. Hence, the projectorP (1) for the nested Wilson loop must include pairs of particle-hole symmetric Wilson bands marked by the same colors.
Nested Wilson loop
When the Wilson bands are gapped, a nested Wilson loop can be defined. We first choose an inversionsymmetric subset of the Wilson bands by defining a projectorP (1) preserving inversion symmetry as shown in Fig. 16 . The Wilson bands |θ a 1 (k (1) 0 ) selected byP (1) are labelled by a = 1, · · · , nP (1) . To define the nested Wilson loop, we choose the loop L 2 along the k 2 direction: L 2 : (k 1,0 , k 2,0 , k 3 ) → (k 1,0 , k 2,0 + 2π, k 3 ). In terms of the Berry connection [a 
0 ) .
As for the nested Wilson loop, we define eigenstates |u 
0 ) selected byP (2) are labelled by A = 1, · · · , nP (2) . For the doubly nested Wilson loop, the loop L 3 is chosen to be k 3 -directed line, L 3 : (k 1,0 , k 2,0 , k 3,0 ) → (k 1,0 , k 2,0 , k 3,0 +2π). If we define a Berry connection [a (2) i (k 
Repeating this procedure, the lth nested Wilson loop W (l) L can be defined for an integer.
Mapping between inversion parities and Wilson loop spectrum
In this section, we review the mapping between parity configuration of the occupied states and the Wilson loop spectrum. We recommend to refer [53] for the comprehensive study of the mapping. The mapping takes two steps.
a.
Step 1: Mapping from parity configuration to Wilson loop spectrum. Without loss of generality, we can focus on the (k 1 , k 2 ) plane in dD Brillouin zone. In this plane, inversion symmetry in two dimensions, (k 1 , k 2 ) → (−k 1 , −k 2 ), is induced by inversion symmetry in d dimensions. Then, we can define the number of occupied states at (k 1 ,k 2 ) = −(k 1 ,k 2 ) with parity ξ, n ξ (k 1 ,k 2 ). Atk 2 = 0 or π, one can define the fewest number n s (k 2 ) among {n ξ (0,k 2 ), n ξ (π,k 2 )}. When n s = n ξs (k s ,k 2 ), the mapping from {n ξ (k 1 ,k 2 )} to the Wilson loop spectrum {θ 1 (k 2 )} is given by the following rules:
where n (a) 
and I H +s(A) (k) I −1 = H +s(A) (−k). The energy bands of H +s(A) (k) are shown in Fig. 17(c) .
We add a p orbital localized at the Wyckoff position A = (0, 0). On-site energy h 1 and an interaction Hamiltonian between the original four bands and p orbital are chosen as h 1 = −4.5, h 2 = 0.1 × (0, 0, 6, −8)
T .
Thus, the perturbation Hamiltonian H c is given by
Hence, Hamiltonian H +p(A) and inversion symmetry operator I for the five bands are given by H +p(A) = H A(2,3) + H c ,
and I H +p(A) (k) I −1 = H +p(A) (−k). The energy bands of H +p(A) (k) are shown in Fig. 17(d) .
3D 4th-order TI
The tight-binding Hamiltonian of 3D 4th-order TI is given by
where {Γ 1 , · · · ,Γ 7 } = {µ x τ x σ x , µ x τ x σ y , µ x τ x σ z , µ x τ y σ 0 , µ x τ z σ 0 , µ y τ 0 σ 0 , µ z τ 0 σ 0 } andΓ 7 = iΓ 1 · · ·Γ 6 . 
Energy bands of H A(3,4) (k) are shown in Fig. 18(b) . Now, we add three p orbitals localized at the Wyckoff position A = (0, 0, 0). For this, we add six orbitals at generic Wyckoff positions x 9,··· ,14 . 
and it is invariant under the inversion symmetry operator I c , 
To sum up, the Hamiltonian H and inversion symmetry operator I for the fourteen bands are given by 
and I H(k) I −1 = H(−k). The energy bands of H(k) are shown in Fig. 18(c) . In order to study the effect of adding p orbitals, we define projectors P 5 , P 6 , and P 7 as the projections to the occupied states with an additional p(A) orbital, additional two p(A) orbitals, and additional three p(A) orbitals, respectively [See Fig. 18(c) 
